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PUBLIC HOUSING MAINTENANCE: A CASE STUDY OF IYIAGU AND 
REAL HOUSING ESTATES IN AWKA, ANAMBRA STATE 

Okoye, C.O and Ogunoh, P.E 

Abstract 
This paper presents the results on the public housing maintenance 
in Nigeria using lyiagu and Real housing estates in Awka as case 
studies. It assesses the general functioning of the housing 
components and examines the participation of the occupants in the 
maintenance works. It also identifies the housing components, 
parts of the housing that deteriorate easily and the factors 
responsible. Using the methods of questionnaire survey, semi- 
structured interview and direct observation, a total of 41 
households were enumerated from the two housing estates and 16 
professionals from the maintenance team. This represents 20% of 
the entire household population and 100% of the maintenance 
team. Information gathered from the respondents shows that the 
housing units and the amenities are fairly functioning. Water and 
electricity supply are irregular. Roads are not adequately 
maintained while refuse dumps are not regularly evacuated. 
Residents of the estates participate in the maintenance works, 
while the maintenance team only inspect the estates on invitation. 
Floors and roofs deteriorate easily and the factors responsible are 
ageing and weather condition. The paper recommends an adoption 
of a maintenance policy, provision of adequate maintenance fund 
and recruitment of more professionals into the maintenance team 
among others. 

Introduction 

Housing provides safety, protect human inhabitants, animals, materials and equipment from effect 

of weather and gives internal comfort. Housing does not only represent shelter, but embraces the total 

livable environment which includes all the social services and utilities such as electricity, water supply, 

access roads, as well as educational and health facilities within which households have to live and grow. 

Housing plays an important role in determining the general well being of the society and by extension the 

economic well being of the nation. 

Nigeria with a population of over 120 million people and rapid urbanization has a high demand 

for housing. Muoghalu (1991), observes that rapid population increase coupled with high rate of 

urbanization has contributed in no small way to the shortage of urban housing in Nigeria. The Federal, 

State, Local Governments and even individuals have embarked on housing programmes. For example, in 

the 2004 new National Housing Urban Development Policy, the Federal Government intends to build 

40,000 housing units annually across the country. Apparently, Anambra State Government is not left out. 

The State Government in her effort to reduce the housing problems for public servants in the state capital, 

Awka, has established some housing estates. These are Udoka; Ahocol; Real and lyagu housing estates. 

The question is how are these housing estates being maintained? 

Olusegun (2002), viewed maintenance as the general cleanliness, preservation of fittings and 

fixtures through regular repairs and replacement. However, Fadamiro (2002), while expressing the view 

of an: anonymous author states that “If it is the pressure of market forces operating through the 

development process which brings about the birth of a building, it is the level of maintenance that governs 

its health through life and safeguards it from an untimely death”. 

Housing maintenance can be summarized as the totality of works or activities carried out on 

building or property, equipment, machine or facilities so as to prevent damages or breakdown in order to 

prolong their lifespan at a minimum cost and time frame. It involves the task and process carried out to 

preserve or restore a system or asset with its elements to sustain its ability, value and directed to control 

the impact of decay and obsolescence. 

An average Nigerian has a poor attitude towards housing maintenance, especially government 

owned properties. Generally, such properties begin to deteriorate from the time it is completed. According 

to part of the preambles of the Draft National Building Maintenance Policy, Nigeria
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(2001), “the built-up environment undergoes ageing processes and has lifespans - physical, functional 
and economic, which are 50, 25 and 10-15 years respectively”. It however asserts that the attainment of 
these life spans depends on the level of maintenance of the buildings and associated facilities. 

According to Akingboungbe (2002), Government maintenance attitude remains at a low level. 
For instance, the walls of houses in Festac Town in Lagos have begun to crack and old paints had 
flecked. Other housing estates in parts of Nigeria have similar problems. In Awka, the capital of 
Anambra state, public housing estate occupants are bitter over the state of their housing units and 
environment (Okoye, 2004). Their quest to live in a better-arranged and maintained accommodation has 
failed. They are currently undecided on whether to join mixed residents in the city or to continue to 
manage these government estates with all the inconveniences and discomfort (Ogunoh, 2005). Akagu, 
(1996) lamented on the general tendency in this country to regard maintenance as unproductive. This 
attitude, he said, has resulted in general decay of our institutional and public buildings. This paper 
therefore intends to examine the nature of public housing maintenance in lyiagu and Real housing 
Estates in Awka with a view to recommending solutions to the housing problems. The paper assesses 
the general functioning of the housing units, facilities and amenities in the two Estates and also 
examines the level of participation of the occupants in the maintenance responsibility and the modalities 
used. Furthermore, it identifies how regularly the facilities are inspected and maintained; what parts of 
the facilities deteriorate easily and the factors responsible. 

The Study Area 

The two oldest public housing estates in Anambra state - lyiagu and Real housing estates 

chosen for this study are in Awka, the capital of Anambra state. Awka is located between latitudes 

6°06’N and 6°16’N and longitudes of 7° OLE and 7°10’E. It lies within the derived Guinea Savanna 

zone of Nigeria and is characterized by two distinct seasons, namely wet and dry seasons. The wet 

season lasts from April to October while dry season lasts from November to March. The average annual 

rainfall ranges from 1500mm to 2200mm with July as the rainiest month. Its average relative humidity 

is 80% with mean daily temperature of 32°C. The relief of Awka consists of low lands in the North and 

up lands in the south. The soil type is mostly lateritic. It has high content of iron stones, shale and 

sandstones. Figure 1 below shows the location of the two estates in Awka. 

The inhabitants of Awka are Igbos and mostly Christians with communal settlement pattern. 

The increase in housing demand in 1991 was as a result of change of status of Awka to a state capital. 

The housing problem led to the establishment of lyiagu and Real estate in 1992 mainly to reduce the 

housing problems of the returning public servants. Various kinds of housing units and typologies exist 

in these estates which are currently inhabited. Such typologies range from one-four bedroom flats in 

semi-detached bungalow forms to one bedroom flat in semi-detached. The Anambra state government 

constructed these estates through two of her agencies after providing the site and services (roads, water, 

electricity etc). These agencies are Anambra State Housing Development Corporation (ASHDC) and 

Anambra State Home Ownership Company Limited (AHOCOI). The estates were handed over to the 

state government after completion. 

Conceptual Framework: The Concept of Maintenance 

Housing maintenance is quite different from residential alteration and housing improvement. 

Residential alterations are undertaken to correct normative housing deficits in space and quality. This 

may include putting in a new bath, demarcating living room from the dinning, remodeling, change of 

doors and window spaces, etc. Housing maintenance deals with the repair or replacement of any major 

system: heating, plumbing, electrical or even exterior painting. These activities are undertaken to 

maintain the quality of the dwelling unit rather than improve it. If the replacement is larger or of higher 

quality of more dependable etc. a portion of the cost will be due to the improvement factor. 

It is however difficult to distinguish between maintenance and improvement unless the reasons 

for the activity are known. In practice, there is a great deal of overlap. Improvements includes any 

activities that increases the size or quality of the dwelling beyond its condition when purchased or 

constructed while maintenance includes activities that maintain or restore the dwelling to its condition at 

the time of purchase. Maintenance at whatsoever level would be to bring a structure or asset to its 

original state and not to exceed its original structural form that would border on improvement, r 
Research Method J 

The research conducted in May, 2005 covered lyiagu and Real housing estate in Awka, capital of 

Anambra state. Information for the study were collected through questionnaire, and oral interviews. Two different 
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questionnaires were administered on two categories of respondents. Questionnaire I was administered on the 

occupants of the estates, while questionnaire 2 was on the professionals under the arm of the state government 

incharge of the estates. Questionnaire one sought information on the occupants’ participation in the housing 

maintenance and the parts of the housing units and facilities in the estates that deteriorate easily. Questionnaire 

two addressed the maintenance obligations of the arm of government responsible for the estates; regularity of 

maintenance works in the estates and factors responsible for the condition of the building components. 
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At present, there are 205 housing units occupied in the two estates: 115 at lyiagu and 90 at Keal housing 
estates. A pilot survey showed an estimated population of 1,230 in the two estates using an average of 6 persons 
per household. In the administration of questionnaire on the respondents, a '.ample size of 20 percent was 
examined representing a total of 41 housing units. Thus a sample size of 23 was examined at lyiagu and 18 at Real 
housing estate. Systematic sampling method was used to sample every fifth house in all the streets in the estates. 
Where it is a semi-detached housing unit comprising more than one household, only one household was studied. 
Households in this case is made up of people feeding from the same pot. The male household heads were 
interviewed since they are directly responsible and are more concerned with the housing environment and 
environmental degradation. However, the female household head was interviewed where there was an absentee 
male household head. The questionnaires were administered by the researcher with the help of two field assistants 
for ease of collection. Twenty three questionnaire were returned from lyiagu representing a hundred percent, while 
15 or 83.3 percent were returned from Real housing estate. A total of 16 professional are in the building 
maintenance team of the state government. These are made up of 4 builders, 6 Architects and 6 quantity 
surveyors. Sixteen questionnaires were administered, but 15 returned. The oral interviews conducted on the 
household heads were selected at random among those interviewed aimed at confirming the issues raised in the 
questionnaire. 

 

Discussion 

Respondents: General Assessment on the Functioning of Estate Facilities and Amenities 

On a general assessment, the facilities and amenities in the two estates are functioning. Table 1 b 

showed that 74% and 66 7% of the respondents in lyiagu and Real housing estates respectively are of the view that 

the facilities and amenities are functioning. This general and quick assessment by the respondents made it 

imperative to pinpoint some of the facilities and amenities in the estates to consider their functionality. 

 

On the regular provision of water for domestic use, 91% of the respondents from lyiagu maintained that 

water supply is fairly regular; while 100% of the respondents in Real housing estate (table 2) said there was no 

provision of water at all. Field observation carried out revealed that lyiagu I lousing Estate has two boreholes and 

two overhead water tanks constructed by the state government. Many of the residents provided rubber tanks for 

water storage. However, the responsibility of maintaining these boreholes and overhead tanks were solely on the 

residents.

Table la: Sampling Frame 

Name of Estate No of Housing Units 20% of sample size 

lyiagu Housing Estate 115 23 

Real Housing Estate 90 18 
Total 205 41 

 

Table lb: ______ Functioning of the Estate Facilities and Amenities 

Item Variables lyiagu Real 

How functional are the building a.) Not functional 4 17% 2 13.3% 

facilities and amenities b) Fairly functional 17 74% 10 66.7% 
provided in the estate c) Adequately functional 

2 
9% 3 20% 

Total  23 100 15 100 
Source: field survey, 2005 
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In Real estate where government did not provide pipe-borne water or boreholes residents 

complained that they buy water from water vendors and Basino Hotel (a hotel next door to the estate). 

This they said has affected the environmental upkeep of the entire estate. For instance, there is 

inadequate water to flush toilet, bath, tidy the kitchen sink and floor etc. Real estate requires an urgent 

attention in the provision of water supply since this can also lead to increase in disease contamination. 

In the area of electricity supply 100% of respondents from both estate indicated irregular supply. 

Field observation shows that one transformer was provided to each estates, which is currently being over 

loaded. One of the causes of irregular power supply is therefore low transformer voltage. It has become 

necessary that extra transformers be provided in these estates in addition to separate generating plants to 

supplement power supply from Power Holding Company of Nigeria (formerly NEPA). Irregular power 

supply adversely affects the country’s productivity. 

Table 3 shows respondents’ opinion over the maintenance of estate roads, streetlights, waste and 

refuse dumps and recreational facilities. The table revealed that estate roads are not adequately 

maintained. Some of the roads that are tarred have pot holes which make movement uncomfortable. 

There are no streetlights at all in both estates and the waste and refuse dumps are inadequate. Field 

observation revealed that refuse dumps are indiscriminately located and are evacuated after a very long 

while. The delay in evacuation of waste and refuse from the dumps will in turn have adverse effect on 

the health of the residents, pollute ground water, affect air quality and produce unpleasant odour and can 

create epidemics. White papers and polythenes were seen scattered around the estates especially along 

the roads. However, households collect their domestic wastes and store in bins. Field observation shows 

that the environmental cleanliness of the estate is generally poor. Public housing estates ought to be 

models of good residential hygiene. 

Both the field observation and the respondents’ view show that there are no recreational 

facilities in both estates. The non-availability of recreational facilities in the estates is a big deficiency in 

estate design. However, it could be that they are yet to be implemented. Lack of places of relaxation 

affects productivity. 

 

Table 2: Regular Provision of Water Supply 
Item Variables lyiagu Real 

How regular is the provision of a.) Not regular 2 9% 0 0% 

water in the estate b) fairly regular 21 91% 0 0% 

 c) very regular 0 0% 0 0% 

 d) No provision at all 
0 

0% 15 
100 

Total  23 100 15 100 
Source: field survey, 2005 
 

Table 3: Maintenance of Estate Facilities 
lyiagu Real 

Item Variables AD % INAD % NOT  AD % IN % NO % 
      AD    AD  T  
Which of a) Roads 0 0 2 8.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
the b) Street lights 0 0 0 0 28 0 0 0 0 0 9 60 
following c) Waste and 0 0 3 12 24 0 0 0 2 13.3 0 0 
facilities in Refuse dumps             
the estate is d) Recreational 0 0 0 0 28 0 0 0 0 0 4 26.7 
adequately 
maintained 
or 
otherwise 

facilities             

Total  
0 0 

5 
20 80 0 0 0 2 

13.3 13 86.7 

Source: field survey, 2005. 
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AD- Adequate; INAD - Inadequate; NAD- Not Adequate 
Field observation shows that the landscaping features found in the estates are more of vegetation 

(soft core), which include flowers, grasses and trees. These were put in place by the occupants and 
consequently maintained by them. However, some that are maintained have varying heights defeating one 
of the purpose of landscaping which is aesthetics. 

Respondents’ General Assessment on the Maintenance of Estate Housing Units 
A hundred percent of the respondents in both estates indicated that the condition of housing units in 

both estates is fairly acceptable. The same percentage affirmed that state of repairs in the estates is fair. This 
is a positive trend and has posed a challenge to the work done by Olusegun (2002), on “A comparative 
study of maintenance strategies of public and private housing estates in Lagos: A case of study of LSDPC 
housing estate and Victoria Garden”. He discovered that private housing estates are better maintained than 
public housing estates. He emphasized that Public housing estates are uncared for. However, field 
observation shows that all the buildings in Iyiagu housing estate were constructed with sand Crete block 
walls on strip foundation and fenced with the same type of blocks. Unlike in Real estate where some were 
constructed with sand crete block walls while others were built with red coloured brick walls without 
fences. All the buildings in the two estates were plastered smooth and painted both internally and externally. 
The floors were made up of concrete and the roofing were of asbestos roofing sheets on timber frame work. 
The doors were paneled and the windows were glazed louver blades. 

The field survey also revealed the myriads of environmental problems confronting the two estates 
such as density and over crowding which has resulted in the over stretching of the infrastructural facilities 
provided in the estates. Lands allocated for solid waste dumps and recreational facilities in the two estates 
have been converted to hotels and residential uses by private developers. 

In terms of drainage channels, the survey revealed that there are no provisions at all in Iyiagu 
housing estate which has resulted to flooding and environmental pollution in the estate. The erosion 
problem facing Real Estate is yearly increasing as a result of inadequate drainage channels. Some of the 
residents in the estate, planted economic trees and made gardens too close to their houses. These can cause 
serious foundation problems. For example, trees use huge amount of water and when they are planted too 
close to houses can draw moisture out of the ground during dry periods thereby destabilizing moisture 
content of the soil around the building. This can lift the foundation footings in what is known as ground 
heave. 

Residents’ Involvement in the Maintenance of the Estates 

Field survey revealed that the maintenance responsibility of these estates lies with the maintenance 

team of the state government. However, some of the residents that signed lease agreement accepted that 

they are only responsible for the repair of leaking roof and ceiling. Other residents that did not sign the lease 

agreement said there is no specific maintenance arrangement. 

Eighty percent (80%) and seventy percent (70%) of the respondents in Iyiagu and Real estates 

respectively indicated that the maintenance team for these estates do not come to inspect the estate facilities 

at all while the rest said that they come once a year. One hundred percent of the respondents in both estates 

also revealed that they make their complaints to the maintenance team in writing apd that they respond, 

while 72% and 73.3% in Iyiagu and Real estate respectively indicated that the maintenance team respond 

promptly. 28% and 26.7% in both estates said they don’t. It is therefore, clear that the residents of the 

estates participate in the maintenance works in the two estates. Interviews conducted revealed that it 

sometimes requires lobbying to bring the maintenance team to site, as they would say that they have no 

materials for the repairs. This normally makes the occupier to overlook the team and carry out the repair 

since his household is directly affected. They said that the government has never made any refund. 

Regularity of Inspection and Maintenance of the Estates by the Maintenance Team 

Forty percent (40%) of the respondents (table 5) indicated that the estates are inspected annually, 

while 20% said there is no inspection at all. This may agree with the report from the estate residents, which 

explains that until the team is informed they do not visit the site for any inspection.
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Components of Building that Deteriorate Most in the Estates and Factors Responsible 
On the issue of elements and components of buildings that deteriorate most in the two estates as 

inquired from the maintenance team, table 6 shows that 20% of the respondents indicated floors, 6.7% 
said walls, while 53.3% claimed that roofs deteriorate most in the two estates. The other 20% said it is 
doors and windows. Field observation shows that roofs deteriorate most due to the asbestos materials 
which does not last. Other building components have started to deteriorate. These include walls, floors, 
doors and windows and even plumbing and electrical fittings. 

 

On the factors responsible for the accelerated deterioration of the building components, 100% of 

the maintenance team indicated the following factors: ageing, misuse by residents, lack of regular 

maintenance, lack of regular inspection and weather condition. The maintenance team should necessarily 

carry out regular inspection and maintenance of estate buildings and facilities to reduce the rhythm of 

depreciation upon the facilities to grant residents the benefits of a planned environment. 

Recommendation 

In view of the immense numerous benefits derived from public housing maintenance this paper 

recommends the following: 

i. Government should make effort in providing adequate funds for the maintenance of public 

housing to always set the pace in housing provision. Rents collected from residents of the 

estates should be earmarked for maintenance. Residents should be involved in the 

maintenance work by paying a certain percentage of the maintenance cost. This is because 

man generally has a laize-faire attitude to properties that are publicly owned. He manages 

well especially where he contributes. There is no doubt that housing facilities in our estates 

will be better managed when the occupants share in the maintenance cost. 

Table 5: Execution of Maintenance Works in Iyiagu and Real I lousing Estates 

Item Variable Iyiagu & Real ' % 

How regular do you inspect the building in a) Daily 0 0 
your estate for maintenance b) Weekly 0 0 

 c) Monthly 0 0 
 d) Quarterly 4 26.7 

 e) Bi-annually 2 13.3 

 f) Annually 6 40.0 

 g) No Inspection 3 
20.0 

Total  15 100% 

Source: field survey, 2( 105 
 

Table 6: Elements/Components of Buildings that Deteriorate most in the two Estates 
Item Variable 

lyiagu & Real 
% 

What element component of building a) floor 3 2 
deteriorate most in the estate b) walls 1 0 
 c) Roof 8 2 
 d) Doors/Windows 3 6.7 
 e)Plumbing Fittings 0 5 

 f) Electrical fittings 0 3.3 

 g) paint 0 2 
   0 
   0 
   0 
   0 

Total  15 100% 

Sources: field survey, 2005 
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ii. The government agency responsible for the maintenance team should conduct regular 

inspection of these estates to detect areas of repairs and urgently attend to such before much 

damage is made. Enough hands covering various specializations should be engaged. 
Such specialization should include town planners and Engineers. The maintenance team 
should advise the government on the use of cheap durable building materials which cost less to 
maintain. The use of flashy, costly and fashionable building materials should be discouraged. 

iii. The Anambra State Environmental Protection Agency (ANSEPA) should be revitalized and 
properly equipped to face the recent challenges of solid waste disposal in our public housing 
estates. Increase in population and technological advancement contribute to increase in solid 
waste generation. There should therefore, be a corresponding increase in the management 
techniques of wastes to avoid an environmental decay. ANSEPA should introduce disposal 
dumps which should be evacuated within a short time and regularly too. 

iv. Finally, public housing estate designers should be handled by appropriate professionals and 
consciously implemented. The issue of conversion of use, for instance from recreational use to 
residential use among others should be discouraged. This paper observes that some places 
earmarked for solid waste dumps were converted to residential uses. The paper believes that if 
adequate and commensurate attention is given to the maintenance of our public housing 
estates, it will provide a good, comfortable and livable environment which will inturn increase 
human productivity and life span of man on earth. Infact many wiil prefer to permanently live 
in them than returning to their ancestral homes. 

Conclusion 

Public housing estates should be models of housing provision in our society today. This makes a 

good maintenance culture necessary especially to keep model of what these estates should be. It is not just 

enough to engage in housing provision but to also adopt a maintenance policy that ensures a continuous 

realization of the housing objectives. 

Buildings, especially those in our estates deteriorate due to use, ageing process, adverse weather 

condition and hostile environment. Some of our estates today are over crowded resulting to pressure on the 

housing facilities. All these constitute wear and tear of housing elements and components. Again, housing 

provision is like managing a vehicle. It requires attention and care as any defect in one part may lead to 

another if neglected. This may eventually lead to collapse. Therefore, in order for housing components and 

facilities in our estates to exist for decades, to be more habitable and to withstand the test of time, they 

require proper and constant maintenance. A maintained housing environment is a source of joy and 

admiration to the owner, the users and observers. The cost of building materials and labour is high 

nowadays thus making it hard for replacement of old building facilities with new ones. 

In a general assessment, public housing estates in Awka are fairly maintained. However, there exist 

some housing problems. These problems include erosion menace, waste disposal and indiscriminate 

planting of trees etc. These would have been prevented if adequate attention is given to maintaining these 

estates. Residents of the estates are deeply involved in the upkeep of the estate facilities and are not 

refunded. The maintenance team requires a special arrangement to bring them to do their job. Adequate 

fund are not always provided for this purpose. There is no doubt that the state of our public housing estates 

require emergency attention to restore its dignity. 
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